Why go for anything less than an OE supplier?

POWERGRIP®
TIMING SYSTEM PRODUCTS

The World’s Most Trusted Name in Belts, Hose & Hydraulics
Gates Has You Covered

For nearly every make and model, Gates covers all of your automotive applications with Timing Belts and TCKs that are OE-equivalent or better in service life and performance.

TIMING BELTS
Gates timing belts are OE-equivalent or better in service life and performance.

- Aramid reinforced nylon jackets and back side jackets for longer wear.
- High grade HNBR rubber for superior heat and contamination resistance.
- Premium high strength tensile members.
- Unlike some competitors, Gates does not substitute inferior belt constructions for premium constructions specified by the OEM on any application.
- Most extensive coverage in the industry, Import or Domestic.

TIMING COMPONENT KITS
Why let your customer take that chance? With Gates TCKs, you can reduce labor cost and avoid comebacks by replacing all critical system components at the same time.

- Popular kits covering over 35 million import vehicles include actual OE tensioners and idlers.
- Total solution for any application, including belts idler(s), tensioners and supporting hardware with detailed installation instructions.
- Great convenience. Ease of parts sourcing. Reduced customer comebacks.

HYDRAULIC TENSIONERS
For applications with high loads and/or angular vibrations, where a mechanical automatic tensioner can not provide sufficient damping or tension movement.

- 100% OE parts.
- Market-leading application coverage.
- Gates tensioner pin set tool (PN#91010) for securing piston.

POWERGRIP® INDIVIDUAL TIMING COMPONENTS
Gates PowerGrip® timing components for those who want to replace individual parts

- Components include automatic, manual and hydraulic tensioners and idler pulleys.
- Only OE components for the most popular and problematic applications.